
Last week at NeurIPS



Overview

• A bit of history, and a sense of where I am coming from


• My take on Yoshua's view


• Many agreements; some important disagreements


• Prescription for going forward



Part I:  
how I see AI, deep learning, and current ML,


 and how I got here

aka "What's a nice cognitive scientist like me doing in a place like this?"
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1986: Rules versus connectionism (neural networks)

• The most provocative paper was Rumelhart & McClelland (1986) on the past tense: 

• they argued that children's overregularization errors, like breaked and goed--long 

thought to be the iconic example of a symbolic rule--might instead be the product of a 
neural network that had no rules at all.  


• "Eliminative connectionism" & the "great past tense debate" was born. 

A huge war raged across the cognitive sciences....

Input

Output



the debate
• Up to that point


• Most linguistics/cogsci 
was about rules


• S => NP VP


• NP => Det Noun


• Most AI (eg expert 
systems) was also all 
about rules

• Rumelhart & McClelland argued that we 
didn't need rules at all.


• Even a child's error like breaked might 
be in principle the product of a neural 
net rather than a rule

Were the actual empirical data from child language 
development consistent with their model?



1992: Why do kids (sometimes) say breaked rather than broke?

• In my thesis, supervised by Steve Pinker, I studied 
11,500 child utterances


• We found that neural nets made incorrect predictions


• Instead, we argued for a compromise: a hybrid model:


• rule for regulars (walk-walked)


•  stem + ed = past


• neural nets for irregulars (sing-sang)


• Overreg. errors resulted from applying rule by default 
when no strong response from irregular memory

Marcus et al (1992, SRCD Monographs),  
See also Pinker’s Words and Rules 



1998: Extrapolation & Training Space 

near perfect at learning specific training examples

good at generalizing within some space of training examples

 poor at generalizing outside that space of training examples


01110
01010

10110
11010

01110	

1111011100
01010

00110

Marcus (1998, Cognitive Psychology)

• People in those days often talked about neural networks "learning the rule" in a given pattern of 
data, but I discovered that they often missed some very basic rules.

• "the class of eliminative connectionist models that is currently popular cannot learn to extend 
universals outside the training space"

0110 -> 0110

1100 -> 1100

1010 -> 1010

_____

1111 -> 1110 

• showed that same result applied even if there were hidden layers (predecessors to today's deep networks) 

• showed how that it derived from the intrinsic nature of localist training rules such as backprop (& Hebb.)

111111
101111

100111 1001 
1111



1999: Rule learning in 7 month old infants
• direct, deliberate test (given certain assumptions) of outside-

the-training-space generalization by human infants


• training: la ti ti, ga na na, etc


• test: all new vocabulary, using new set of phonemes


• some with same grammar, some with different grammar


• e.g., wo fe fe [ABB] vs wo wo fe [AAB]


• infants looked longer to items following new grammar


• conclusion: infants could generalize outside training space, 
where many neural nets could not


• best characterized as learning algebraic rules


• replicated multiple times, including w newborns (Gervain et al 
2012)

Marcus et al (1999, Science)



Three key ingredient missing from multilayer perceptrons:


• the ability to freely generalize abstract relations


• the ability to robustly represent complex relations between bits 
of knowledge [i.e., structured representations, recursion, 
compositionality] 


• a systematic way to track individuals separately from kinds 


"these limitations [... undermine] multilayer perceptron accounts of 
linguistic inflection, artificial language learning, object permanence, 
and object tracking. Such models simply cannot capture the 
flexibility and power of everyday reasoning. "

2001: The Algebraic Mind

Marcus 2001, MIT Press



• Key components of symbol-manipulation

• variables (x, y, NP ...)

• instances (2, 3, the boy...)

• binding (NP currently equals the boy)

• operations over variables (e.g. addition, concatenation, comparison)


• Together these mechanisms provides a natural solution to the free 
generalization problem

• Computer programs (e.g., functions and libraries) and algebra for example 

are routinely defined in terms of operations over variables

• And that allows functions (e.g., FACTORIAL) to automatically generalize to all 

instances of some class (e.g., integer)

• Pretty much all of the world's software takes advantage of this fact

• My argument (eg from baby data) was that human cognition appeared to 

as well.

Marcus 2001,  
MIT Press



The point of the subtitle, and the book, was that we needed to have neural networks 
alongside of symbol-manipulation, integrated into a smooth whole


“…even if the components of symbol-manipulation do play a real and robust role in 
our mental life, it is unlikely that they exhaust the set of components for cognition. 

Instead, it seems likely that many other basic computational elements [such as 
images and analog representations] play important roles in cognition... even 
multilayer perceptrons may play a role in some aspects of our mental life.” 

Marcus 2001, MIT Press



• Until roughly 2018, mainstream ML 
largely ignored The Algebraic Mind


• But The Algebraic Mind inspired the 
seminal book on neurosymbolic 
approaches


• And, as we will see, Algebraic also 
anticipated much of Yoshua's 
current argument

Neural-Symbolic Cognitive Reasoning" giv

2008



 2012: The Rise of Deep Learning

Marcus 2012,  The New Yorker



2018: Critique of deep learning
• Outlined 10 problems for deep learning


• Failure to extrapolate beyond space of 
training was at core of the argument


• Got a ton of flak (e.g., on Twitter)


• Oft-misrepresented. Actual conclusion:

Marcus 2018, arXiv

“Despite all of the problems I have sketched,  I 
don’t think that we need to abandon deep 
learning...  Rather, we need to reconceptualize it: 
not as a universal solvent, but simply as one tool 
among many”



The central conclusions of my academic work on 
cognitive science, and its implications for AI

• The value of hybrid models [1992, 2001, 2018, 2019, etc] that include both 
symbol-manipulating AND associative pattern recognition elements


• The importance of extrapolation, and the weakness of pure deep learning 
thereon [1998, 2001, 2018]


• The importance of compositionality [2001, 2018, 2019]


• The importance of acquiring and representing relationships [2001, 2018]


• The importance of causality [2001, 2018]


• The importance of memory as a substrate for operations over variables 
[2001]


 



Part II: Yoshua

Some thoughts on his views, and how I think they have changed, how he 
has (mis)represented me, and how our views are and are not similar



First things first: I admire Yoshua

Yoshua should be a role model for us all: he is intellectually honest about the challenges his 
models face, and sincere in using his talents to help make the world a better place



My differences are mainly with Yoshua's earlier (e.g., 2014-2015) views

• I thought Yoshua:

• put too much faith in black box deep 

networks

• relied too heavily on larger data sets to 

yield the answer

• was "System I" all the way with little 

interest in alternatives


• I could find little common ground quotes from audience reactions at 11th International 
Conference on Computational Semantics  2015

"one quote that stood out for me was an answer 
given by Prof. Bengio at the end of his keynote, 
regarding negation and quantification, and how a 
Neural Network model deals with them: “I don’t 
know. But it learns to do what it needs to do.”

"during the Q&A since it was an 
audience of linguists, they asked 
how the NN models he presented 
could handle various phenomena. 
I...the answer in almost every case 
was simply "make sure the data set 
is large enough to include examples 
of the phenomena"

Montreal, NeurIPS 2014

Our first conversation 



 Recently, however Yoshua has taken a sharp turn towards 
many of the positions I have long advocated

• Fundamental limits on current deep learning


• The need for hybrid models (with an important 
difference I will discuss)


• The critical importance of extrapolation, and the 
weakness of pure deep learning thereon


• The importance of compositionality 


• The importance of acquiring and representing 
relationships between entities


• The importance of causality (Pearl)


• The need for more heterogeneous architecture



Disagreements

1. What my position is


2. The right way to build hybrid models


3. Innateness


4. The significance of the fact that the brain is a neural network


5. What we mean by compositionality, and how we expect it to be 
solved



1. Yoshua’s (mis)representation of my position (1 of 2)

• "picked up by" gets the chronology wrong, 
and the (mis)quote misrepresents my 
position.


• True, I often cite Yoshua's recent work on  
DL limits -- but not because I got the 
ideas from him, as he implies, but 
because I hope people will listen to him 
(as an insider) where they haven't 
listened to me (as an outsider).


• I never ever say that deep learning 
doesn't work; rather (over and over) I say 
it has limits and is just one tool among 
many. 



1. Yoshua’s (mis)representation of my position (2 of 2)

• Yoshua recently started framing his work around 

• the challenge in generalizing beyond the training distribution 

• and the corresponding need for complementary systems


• This echoes the central argument of The Algebraic Mind (2001) 

• but does not credit TAM for having foreseen the central challenge for pure deep learning in extrapolation 

(relative to training distributions) nor for having foreseen the consequent computational necessity for 
hybrid systems


• This omission devalues my contributions, and hence further misrepresents my background in the field.

Bengio et al 2019

"multilayer perceptron[s] cannot generalize [a 
certain class of universally quantified function] 
outside the training space. .. In some cases it 
appears that humans can freely generalize from 
restricted data, [in these cases a certain class of] 
multilayer perceptions that are trained by back-
propagation are inappropriate

..  . Such models simply cannot capture the 
flexibility and power of everyday reasoning. "


 --Marcus, 2001



2. What kind of hybrid should we seek?
HYBRID MODELS


• neural nets  (e.g., vectors, 
gradients, optimization and 
distributed representations) 
for categorization, associative 
memory, aspects of motor 
control, etc 


• symbol-manipulation for 
generalization of abstract 
patterns; for reasoning and 
for language 

• First question: are these even different? 

• Second question: are they incompatible?

• Third question: how could we tell?

Bengio, NeurIPS, 2019, inspired by KahnemanMarcus, 1992; 2001; 2008; 2019



To argue against symbol-manipulation, you have to show that your 
system doesn't implement symbols

• Yoshua hasn’t actually shown this

See also implementational vs eliminative connectionism 
          (Fodor & Pylyshyn, 1988; Marcus, 2001)



Attention here looks a lot like a means for manipulating symbols

Critical attention mechanism effectively behaves as a mechanism 
for storing and retrieving values of variables from registers Microprocessor



"We tried symbols and they don't work"

• Common refrain, totally misleading.


• Google Search is a hybrid: knowledge 
graph + deep learning [eg BERT]


• AlphaZero is also hybrid


• OpenAI's Rubik's solver is a hybrid 
(cognitive part uses symbol-
manipulation)

"What you are proposing [a 
neurosymbolic hybrid" does not work. 
This is what generations of AI 
researchers tried for decades and 
failed."


Bengio, in a letter to a young student, 
2018



Mao et al, arXiv 2019 



Lots of knowledge is not "conveniently representable" with rules

• True


• And a strong reason not to use symbols 
all-the-way-down


• But not an argument to toss the baby with 
the bathwater


• Google Search is again a great, large-
scale example:  best performance comes 
from knowledge graph + BERT

"There is knowledge which can be 
conveniently represented as rules… But 
there is also a large body of intuitive 
knowledge, which is NOT conveniently 
representable that way."


Bengio, in a letter to a young student, 
2018



3. Innateness
• My view: 


• Innateness is an important part of the human cognitive 
apparatus


• we are "born to learn", innately endowed with a 
multiplicity of learning mechanisms


• nature AND nurture, not nature VERSUS nature


• including innate frameworks for understanding, time, 
space, object, causality, a la Kant and Spelke


• richer innate priors could help AI a lot


• ML typically avoids nativism. As far as I can tell Yoshua is not a 
fan; not sure why

Marcus 2018b, arXiv 





•  



"your brain is a neural net 
all the way :-)"

4. Brains and neural networks



First, deep nets aren't much like brains
• Human brain is massively 

complex and incredibly 
diverse*


• c. 200 distinct cortical 
areas


• c. 1,000 neuron types*


• c. 500 proteins in a 
synapses


• complex dendritic arbors 
that likely have 
significant computational 
complexity*

• Current deep nets


• largely homogenous*


• essentially one degree 
of freedom per neuron* 


• no representation of 
dendritic complexity*


• "inspiration" taken from 
brain is loose at best*

* Yoshua made these points at NeurIPS 2019
Marcus, Marblestone, and Dean, 

2014, Science




Second, the critical question is ... 
 What kind of neural network is the brain? 

• Marr's 3-level framework tells us that what 
something is made of doesn't tell us what 
that thing is at a computational or algorithmic 
level (e.g., you can build a digital computer 
out of TInkertoys)


• As soon as you think about Marr's levels, the 
whole "your brain is a neural net all the way 
argument" dissolves


• Brain could be symbolic (or hybrid!) at 
algorithmic level, neural at 
implementational level. 


• Simply knowing that the brain is a network 
made of neurons tells us nothing; we need 
to know what kind of network it is.



• When my son learned long division last week and 
followed an algorithm, he was surely manipulating 
symbols.


• Even in the 1980s and 1990's people knew that the 
real argument wasn't about whether the brain used 
symbols at all, it was about their scope


• Rumelhart and McClelland thought symbols were 
only used in conscious [System II-like] processes


• Pinker and I argued that they also played a role in 
(e.g.,) the unconscious processing of language


• The real question is not whether the brain is a 
neural network, it's how much of it involves 
symbolic as opposed to other processes

"Symbols aren't biologically plausible"



Even if somehow turned that the brain never 
manipulated symbols, why exclude them from AI?

• There is no formal proof of their insufficiency 


• Symbols have proven utility: a large fraction of the world's computers 
programs are written in (pure) symbol-manipulating code. Google Search 
is a good example of large, highly scaleable system that uses symbolic 
knowlege together with deep nets, outperforming either on their own.


• Symbols encode a large fraction of the world's distilled knowledge: eg. 
most of Wikipedia is in written, symbolic form and we want to leverage 
that in our learning systems, not learn everything from scratch, task by 
task



5. Compositionality 

• There has been some progress on the problem on the left, but the real challenges of 
compositionality is the (much older) sense on the right: building new ideas/sentences out of parts 


• Compositionality in the linguist's sense is pretty hard to capture with current vector-based tools


• this is what the field should really be working on. 

Yoshua's sense: putting layers 
together and achieving systematicity

The linguistics sense, from Frege: 
deriving wholes from the meanings of 

their parts



Recursion, embedding, compositionality

On Dec 15, 2019, at 9:49 PM, Alan Mackworth <...> wrote:

Good news. 
  - Alan

Begin forwarded message:
From: UBC-CPSC Head ..
Subject: Jeff Clune accepts

Everyone in this room now knows that Alan knew that Gary 
knew that Jeff was going to accept the job at UBC I believe that he believed that you 

believed that he believed that you 
didn’t know that I knew that you knew

On Dec 16, 2019, at 06:41, Gary Marcus <.....> wrote:

awesome. he told me it was imminent but swore me to 
secrecy.

On Dec 16, 2019, at 7:29 AM, Alan Mackworth <..> wrote:

Yup. And I knew that you knew. 
  - Alan

On Dec 16, 2019, at 07:32, Gary Marcus <...> wrote:

but i didn’t know that you knew that I knew

did Jeff know that I didn’t know that you knew that I 
knew?

mailto:gfm1@me.com


 Eating rocks is __	 


19.5%   forbidden


16.0%   prohibited


6.3%     illegal


3.6%     dangerous


3.1%     common

 Eating apples is ___


21.0%   forbidden


11.7%   prohibited


4.6%     illegal 


2.9%     popular


2.7%     common

Is it a bad idea to 
pour coffee beans 
into your cereal? 


61.6%      No


6.0%        Yes


1.9%        Yeah


1.6%        Good


1.2%        Maybe

Is it a good idea to 
pour coffee beans 
into your cereal?	 	 


58.3%     No


7.3%       Yes


2.0%       Good


2.0%       Yeah


1.2%       Maybe

Marcus, Amer, Bourgeois, NeurIPS 2019 

The semantics of large-scale vector-based systems like 
BERT aren’t nearly precise enough



"You can't cram the meaning 
of an entire f***ing sentence
 into a single f***ing vector” 

Ray Mooney
Computational Linguist

UT Austin

until we face this problem head-on, we're probably kidding ourselves 
and it's just not clear it can be done without symbol-manipulation



Compositionality isn't just about language...

• Children are constantly recombining different concepts in new ways. 


• Compare that to current deep learning/DRL systems that learn each new task end-to-end from 
scratch


• Children can coin something new in a few trials; DRL requires millions of trials. 

• A richer sense of compositionality could help. Abstraction at the symbolic level may be essential.

Billiard-bowling, invented Saturday 9:30pm, refined by 9:40pm



Part III: Synthesis

What I hope people will take away from this



Conclusions
• The biggest takeway from this debate should be about the extent to which two 

serious students of mind and machine have converged.


• We agree that big data alone won’t save us; we agree that pure, homogeneous 
multilayer perceptrons on their own will not be the answer,


• We both think everybody going forward should be working on the same things:


• compositionality (though note different uses of this term)


• reasoning 


• causality


• hybrid models


• extrapolation beyond the training space


• We agree that we should be looking for systems that represent more degrees of 
neural freedom, respecting the complexity of the brain



At the same time
• I hope to have convinced you that


• symbol-manipulation deserves a deeper look. Google Search uses it, and maybe 
you should, too. 


• the rejection of symbol-manipulation is more conjecture than proof or empirical 
observation.


• hybrid neurosymbolic models are thriving, and in fact starting to come into their 
own.


• there's nothing more than prejudice holding us back from embracing more 
innateness.


• the real action in compositionality is understanding complex sentences and ideas 
in terms of their parts, perhaps best implemented using symbolic operations. 



AI has had many waves that come and go

• In 2009 deep learning was down and out, dismissed without formal proof, under-
resourced and under-appreciated


• Luckily Bengio, LeCun, and Hinton kept plugging away despite resistance from 
other quarters in the ML community.


• In 2019, symbols are down and out, with hybrid models are just a small % of research

I hope those building symbolic models - and especially hybrid models - won't give up hope.



Prediction: When Yoshua applies his formidable 
model-building talents to models that 

acknowledge and incorporate explicit operations 
over variables, magic will start to happen



extra slides



• Very little of this is incompatible 
with what Yoshua seeks


• We all want a voracious, 
hybrid* human-inspired 
learning system


• But let's also put real effort 
into constructing domain-
specific core frameworks, for 
space, time, and causality, to 
constrain the hypothesis 
space for our learning engines.



Commonsense Reasoning about Containers using Radically Incomplete Information,  
by Ernest Davis, Gary Marcus and Noah Frazier-Logue, AI Journal, July 2017, 248, 46-84



Without operations over variables
• It's hard to see how to capture the 

subtle structure of language and 
thought


• I predicted in 2001 that it would be 
hard to represent distinctions between 
sentences like these in vector space*

• *with limited-precision nodes, without implementing 
variables, while retaining a smooth space

• that prediction is still looking pretty solid



2019: Analysis of GPT-2, as case study in limits of large-
scale language models for language understanding

Often plausible for first few 
sentences in a context of 
surrealist fiction, where there 
are no facts of the matter

Demonstrably poor in nonfiction, 
where facts matter




2019

• Task 1 - Conventional Knowledge: Tests 
understanding of everyday factual knowledge


• Task 2 - Definitions: Assesses knowledge of 
definitions of common concepts; nothing too technical 
for the average person here


• Task 3 - Transformations: Tests understanding of 
processes and actions that are either plausible or 
implausible


• Task 4 - Atypical Consequences: What happens 
when something unusual happens?


• Task 5 - Entity Tracking: A bunch of people or 
animals or objects that are identifiable do something, 
and reader must keep track


• Task 6 - Quantity Tracking: Some quantifiable 
number of entities are described, in some sort of 
context, and some action takes place that changes the 
number of entities

Conditional Language Generation Masked 
Words

Model GPT Transformer-
XL

XL-Net GPT-2 BERT 
Top 1

T1-
Conventional 
Knowledge

5.5% 5.2% 14.2% 13.5% 35.5%

T2-
Definitions 8.3% 5.4% 8.3% 38.23% 26.5%

T3-
Transformati

ons

2.9% 24.2% 11.7% 14.2% 45.5%

T4-Atypical 
Consequenc

es

24.2% 6.6% 14.2% 21.8% 46.4%

T5-Entity 
Tracking 8.3% 6.6% 26% 18.7% 36.7%

T6-Quantity 
Tracking 0% 0% 8.8% 17.6% 16.7%

Average 
Accuracy

8.2% 8% 13.8% 20.6% 34.5%



Are numbers and symbols inherently incompatible?

• No. 

 probabilistic context-free grammar


